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Teclast M50HD Blue 10.1 Tablet
Modernity,  functionality,  and  style  come  together  in  the  Teclast  M50HD  tablet,  providing  an  unparalleled  user  experience.  This  slim,
efficient,  and elegant  tablet  offers  advanced features  such as  VoLTE support,  high-quality  audio,  and a  convenient  split-screen mode,
perfect for professionals, students, and parents. Its durable metal casing, powerful processor, and expandable memory up to 16GB make
it the perfect device for anyone looking for quality hardware.
 
Ultrathin Design and Metal Casing
The  Teclast  M50HD  tablet  stands  out  with  its  elegant,  metal  casing  in  a  calming  shade  of  blue,  featuring  clean  edges  and  rounded
corners.  Its  thickness  is  only  7.8mm,  making  it  incredibly  lightweight  and  comfortable  to  use.  This  aesthetically  pleasing  and  durable
construction not only makes the tablet visually attractive but also resistant to daily use.
 
Advanced Connectivity: Dual 4G and Wi-Fi
Dual  4G  (FDD  +  TDD)  and  VoLTE  support  provide  reliable  connectivity  and  fast  internet  access  wherever  you  are.  The  tablet  also
supports both 2.4G and 5G Wi-Fi standards, offering a stable connection and high data transmission speeds. It's the perfect solution for
people always on the move.
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Performance and Memory Expandability
With  the  Unisoc  T606  processor  and  Mali-G57  graphics  processor,  the  tablet  delivers  smooth  performance  and  excellent  graphics.  It
comes with 8GB of RAM as standard, with the option to expand it to 16GB, and 128GB of internal memory expandable up to 1TB, making
the Teclast M50HD an ideal tool for storing and managing large amounts of data.
 
High-Quality Display and Audio
The tablet features a fully laminated TDDI display with a 10.1-inch diagonal and a resolution of 1920 x 1200, with a refresh rate of 120Hz,
ensuring a clear and smooth image. The Momentum III audio system, combined with the Smart K amplifier, provides crystal-clear sound
that enhances the experience of watching movies, gaming, or listening to music.
 
Safety and Convenience
Options such as parental control,  facial  recognition unlocking, and split-screen mode enhance security and user convenience. Parental
control  allows  for  managing  screen  time  for  children,  while  facial  recognition  enhances  data  security.  The  split-screen  mode  enables
efficient work and multitasking.
 
Specifications
  
    
      BrandTeclast
      ModelM50HD
      ColorBlue
      Micro Jack 3.5mmYes
      Rear Camera13MP
      Front Camera5MP
      Navigation SystemsBeiDou, GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO
      Connectivity2.4G + 5G
      BluetoothVersion 5.0
      Dual SIMYes, 2 x nanoSIM
      VoLTEYes
      RAMUp to 16GB
      Internal Memory128GB, expandable up to 1TB with microSD
      ProcessorUnisoc T606
      Graphics ProcessorMali-G57
      SoftwareAndroid 13
      Weight435g
      Thickness7.8mm
      Screen Refresh Rate120Hz
    
  

Price:

€ 193.00
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